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Dear Columba Parents and Friends, 
 
The past fortnight has held much activity in the academic domain, with 
the assessment season underway, results from academic competitions 
coming in and some creative clubs kicking off to generate thinking and 
interest in technology. 
 
It is with much interest that I note the high standard of work, thinking 
and results generated by students across the College. Students in our 
youngest years are making great progress in literacy and numeracy. 
Innovative play based and rigorous curriculum opportunities create an 
excellent climate for learning. 
 
Upper primary students are integrating their thinking across subject 
areas to transform learning into assessments such as multimodal 
pieces that demonstrate breadth and depth in understanding.  
 
In secondary, there have been some excellent achievements, with 
students in Year 12 receiving solid results in their assessments. 
 
Our interschool sports and gala days have been very successful with 
good student effort to training, great participation and obvious pride in 
wearing the Columba colours being a real standout across the College. 
Founders’ Day was a terrific success. Columba Pride and respect for 
tradition and our founders was certainly on display. The look of 
respect and love on the faces of Prep students as they look up at our 
Senior students is the true essence of our P-12 College. The liturgy, 
with vibrant singing and engagement, to Columba’s Got Talent; the 
Columba Gift and the highly anticipated and beautifully messy Colour 
Fun Run, all combined for a truly sensational day full of celebration. 
 
Thank you to our two great APRE’s - Christine O’Sullivan and Ryan 
O’Connor for their work in preparation for another fitting and 
successful Founders’ Day. 
 
We officially welcomed our new Business Manager last week, Megan 
Cundell as she works with Sandra McCabe to transition into the role in 
Term 3.  
 

A reminder to visitors to Mt Carmel Campus that the access road 
and parking area between the administration building and Dining 
Hall is not for parent or visitor access at any time. The safety of 
students is jeopardised by this practice. 
 
St Columcille bursaries are still open and our 2022 enrolments 
are very steady, with leadership team members busy engaging 
with enrolment interviews. Please ensure your family and friends 
enrol as soon as possible to secure a place. 
 
Best wishes for the fortnight ahead.  

 
 
 
 
Candi Dempster 
PRINCIPAL 
 

COURAGE  |  COMMITMENT  |  COMPASSION 



 

 

Name:     Megan Cundell                    

Hometown:     Charters Towers - born and bred. My grandparents once owned and managed the 
 Queenton Newsagency. 

Position Description:    Business Manager    

Favourite Foods:     Seafood, cheese and Pineapple lollies. Anything and everything just about.    

Hobbies:    Camping, reading and spending time with my family. 

WEEK 7 - HAVING PRIDE IN MY CLASSROOM WHEN I CLEAN UP AFTER 
MYSELF 

 
Prep  Noah Germano 

Year 1  Lanah Emerson 

Year 2  Kambelle McGuire 

Year 3  Archie Webb 

Year 4  Gerome Joseph 

Year 5  Mary Sproat 

Year 6  Bridie Mitchell  

WEEK 8 - CARING FOR SCHOOL PROPERTY AND THE BELONGINGS OF 
OTHERS 
 
Prep  Matthew Blauw 

Year 1  Charlotte Jepson 

Year 2  Flynn Bailey 

Year 3  Ryhen Butler 

Year 4  Rejina Pedracini 

Year 5  Liam Bartschat 

Year 6  Aaron Murray  

 

RESPECT FOR LEARNING: FOLLOW CLASS ROUTINES AND EXPECTATIONS 

THAT SUPPORT LEARNING 

 

Year 7  Julian Dempster 

Year 8   Jessica Braes-Polke 

Year 9   Bridie Shun 

Year 10  Lindsay Kirkwood 

Year 11  Emily Brind 

Year 12  Kolby Amos 

Shine at Columba 

Year 10 students are commencing the process of 

discussing pathway options available to them in 

their senior years and the subjects they can study in 

Year 11 and 12. One part of this journey for our 

students will occur on Tuesday 15th June 2021 at 

7.00pm in the Mt Carmel Campus Dining Room.  At 

this evening we will discuss subject selection, 

pathway options and the timeline of events for Year 

10 students.  

 

All Year 10 parents / care givers and students are 

invited to attend this important evening. Students 

are required to wear their day school uniform. 

 

Maria Peck 

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL - ADMINISTRATION 



 
Dear Parents, Caregivers, students, staff and friends of the College, 
It is now that time of the term when the general busyness of school life 
is at its peak. Effective time management skills are essential in order for 
our students to realise their true potential.  There is no substitute for 
hard work when striving for academic success, and as Vince Lombardi 
said “hard work is the price we must pay for success”. “Continuous 
effort – not strength or intelligence – is the key to unlocking our 
potential” (Winston Churchill). The reality is, that life is not all play but 
does constitute a working component as well. 
In regards to achieving desired academic outcomes, there are a number 
of strategies/techniques that students can employ. These include: 

 

 Scheduling a regular time for study at least 5 days per week. The 
time allocated for each session should be at least 1.5 hours per 
session for lower secondary students and a minimum of 2 hours per 
session for the senior students. 

 

 Creating a semester assessment and other important dates 
schedule that can be placed somewhere highly visible. This 
schedule needs to be referred to weekly. Then on a daily basis, list 
what needs to be addressed, create times for each item, and stick 
to it! 

 

 Creating a Study Guide that is realistic and achievable. Go through 
class notes, and any other material and write down any information 
that they think may be on the test such as important concepts, 
definitions, and formulas. To convert knowledge and skills from 
short term memory to long term memory is highly recommended. 

 

 Flash Cards: Flash cards are useful tools in remembering 
vocabulary, formulas, and key concepts and ideas. They are easy to 
carry around and can be reviewed at various times throughout the 
day. 

 

 Self Quiz: To ensure that one is prepared for an exam, it can be 
helpful to create a mock quiz to test how well you know the 
material.  

 

 Study partner: Studying with other people can be beneficial 
especially when revising for an exam.  

 

 Sleeping well: It is a well-known fact that to have a highly effective 
brain ready to engage in meaningful and productive learning, 
students need a full night’s uninterrupted sleep. Students who go 
to bed at a regular time and receive an adequate amount of sleep 
will usually be more alert, more focused and learn things easier 
than those who are sleep deprived. It is good practice to ensure 
that children do not take their mobile phones with them to bed as 
this can cause significant disruption to sleeping routine through 
untimely incoming calls, text messaging, ‘Snap Chatting’, etc.  

 

 Eat well: Students need to have access to a healthy and hearty 
breakfast as it is great fuel  for effective brain functioning and lays a 
solid platform for productive learning.  

 

 Study Space: The study space should be conducive to learning and 
work. There should be an adequate amount of space and a zone 
whereby students can work quietly.  

 

In line with the aforementioned information regarding achieving desired 
academic outcomes being punctual to school each day is strongly 
advisable. Students need to be at school on time every day and ready to 

engage in meaningful and productive learning. Research 
suggests that being late to school by just a few minutes a day 
can equate to a number of weeks absent from school over a 
school year.   
 
Talking up the school in an upbeat way will assist your child/
ren  in how they perceive their school. Parents and caregivers 
who support their school, teachers and learning are more likely 
to see their children engage in a more positive mindset towards 
their academic program.  If there is ever an issue with the 
school, it is good practice (and more likely to attain a good 
outcome) to do so by being solution focused as opposed to 
apportioning blame.  When parents and the school work 
together academic success for the children is more likely to be 
achieved. Afterall, it is a whole village that raises the child. 
 
The Resilience Project Part 2: Gratitude. 
Last term, the College introduced The Resilience Project to 
students and staff.  This presentation from The Resilience 
Project focuses on Gratitude.  
 
Gratitude is being thankful and expressing appreciation for 
what one has – as opposed to focusing on the lack of 
something. 
Research shows that practicing gratitude rewires our brains to 
overcome the negativity bias (which can lead to anxiety and 
depression) and see the world what we are thankful for. It is 
also shown to broaden thinking, and increase physical health 
through improved sleep and attitude to exercise. 
 
View Part 2: Gratitude of the series here: https://
theresilienceproject.com.au/parent-and-carer-hub/ 
There are many ways in which you can practise gratitude, 
including starting a Wellbeing Journal. In the image below are a 
few ideas to get started. 

Source: Psychology Today 
 

For mental health resources and support information, visit The 
Resilience Project’s Support Page. 
 
Regards, 

 
 
 
 
Dan Kyle 
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL - PASTORAL/RESIDENTIAL 
 

https://theresilienceproject.com.au/
https://theresilienceproject.com.au/
https://theresilienceproject.com.au/parent-and-carer-hub/
https://theresilienceproject.com.au/parent-and-carer-hub/
https://theresilienceproject.com.au/product/6-month-my-resilience-project-journal/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/au/basics/gratitude
https://theresilienceproject.com.au/support/
https://theresilienceproject.com.au/support/
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Isla Scott 

It has been a busy term for Learning Enrichment on the Primary 
Campus. Through hard work and perseverance, students have 
accomplished many learning goals. Reading, comprehension, 
mathematical foundation skills and oral language communication have 
been some focus areas. 
 
As the holidays approach, it is imperative that students continue to 
read, learn sight words, practice maths facts and times tables. By just 
reading 10 minutes per day, Scholastic reports that students are 
exposed to over 600 000 words in 1 year. Research shows us that the 
benefits of reading improves performance in general knowledge, 
vocabulary, comprehension, verbal fluency and spelling. Please remind 
children that they have access to PM online (Years Prep-3), Ziptales 
and Sora (ebook app). 
 
If you have a child in the upper primary years, it can be a challenge 
keeping them interested in reading. However, being able to read and 
comprehend high-level literacy is an integral part of high school, in all 
subject areas. Try to incorporate novel reading into your older child’s 
nightly routine and ask questions about their chosen book.  
 
Ways to Encourage Effective Reading in Older Children 
 Ask your child what subjects they would like to 

read about. 
 When reading with your child, limit reading time 

to 10 minutes of quality time – and make it fun. 
 If reading together is traumatic in your house, do 

it in a café, or under a tree. 
 Before reading aloud, orient your child to the 

text by talking about it beforehand. 
 Look at unfamiliar words, for example. 
 Encourage your child to predict what a word could be based on the 

meaning. 
 Try ‘echo reading'. 
 Depending on the text, read a sentence, paragraph or page aloud 

first, and then get your child to read it. 
 Try ‘shared reading'. 
 Take turns reading sentences or paragraphs. 
 You read the first sentence and your child the next. 
 Read aloud and encourage your child to mimic you by following 

along behind you. 
 Trace your finger under the words in a fluent way to show where 

you are reading. 
 Avoid reading word by word. 
 Praise the reading, not the reader – say things such as, "I liked how 

you read on to find more information." 
 Give older children opportunities to order from menus, read recipe 

books or select from the TV guide. 
 Make the most of emails and the internet, which also require 

reading and writing. 
 Take time to play word games such as Scrabble or Pictionary. 
 Irrespective of a child's age, read to them regularly. 
 Celebrate their successes. 
 
NSW Department of Education, Nov, 2020 
 

 

 Why Learning Times Tables is Important 
Many parents will remember learning their times tables at 
primary school, whether they were chanting them aloud or 
writing them out time and time again. Whilst many will happily 
admit that it felt like quite a chore at the time, there’s no 
doubting that times tables provide quick solutions to a range of 
mathematical problems. 
  
Here are some of the benefits that mastering times tables can 
bring: 
  
 Learning basic times tables will make it easier to learn more 

challenging ones – for example if children know their 3 times 
tables, they will be able to work out their 6 times tables by 
doubling the answer. 

 Learning basic times tables will make it easier to learn more 
challenging ones – for example if children know their 3 times 
tables, they will be able to work out their 6 times tables by 
doubling the answer. 

  When children frequently, successfully recall their times 
tables they will grow in confidence, which will not only help 
them tackle more challenging maths problems, but will help 
to keep them motivated and engaged across other subjects 
too. 

 Multiplication underpins many other aspects of mathematics 
such as algebra, division and fractions. 

 Children will find it easier to solve maths problems and to do 
mental arithmetic if they have already memorised their 
times tables. 

  Multiplication is used day to day throughout adulthood. 

  
Robecca Sorrensen & Shirley Champion 
LEARNING ENRICHMENT TEACHERS 
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Term 2 has been extremely full on in Year 6 with one of the 
biggest highlights being….SENIOR SHIRTS! Each Friday 
students wear their sensational senior shirts with Columba 
Pride and head off to Friday sporting events. Fridays this 
term have definitely been the favourite day of the schooling 
week!  
 
The start of the term also saw Year 6 host a beautiful liturgy 
and high tea to celebrate Mother’s Day. The students did 
such a wonderful job running the liturgy and then serving the 
mothers morning tea which also included some musical 
performances and a game of Bingo.  
 
Other highlights throughout Term 2 have included ANZAC 
Day, Cross Country, Country Music Festival, National 
Simultaneous Storytelling, representative sport, a visit to 
Eventide for Mini Vinnies and National Sorry Day activities 
with our Prep buddies.  
 
We’ve also managed to squeeze in some learning along the 
way. Year 6 has thoroughly enjoyed writing narratives this 
term, experimenting with chemical and physical changes in 
Science and learning about the Australian Government in 
preparation for our big excursion to Canberra in Term 3!  
 
Alexandra Benedetto 
YEAR SIX TEACHER 

What another busy term Prep students have had as they eagerly participated 
in many new experiences. To celebrate Anzac Day, some students respectfully 
participated in the Dawn Service and Anzac Day March. This was a fantastic 
way to support student’s learning in HASS, as they have been exploring 
different events in the past and how we commemorate them. Students also 
celebrated Country Music as they dressed in their best country clothes before 
performing ‘Old Town Road’ at St Mary’s Country Music Concert. Some 
students then headed back down Gill Street, however, this time on the 
Country Music Float.  
 

Within the classroom, students have been reading different texts that have 
allowed them to explore the past. They have enjoyed learning how schools, 
transportation, communication and toys were all so different. Using this 
information, they compared their own experiences, which allowed them to 
realise how times have truly changed. In conjunction with this, students have 
been busy building their phonemic awareness. It has been so pleasing to 
watch students use this knowledge to begin writing and increase their 
confidence in reading.  
 

Throughout Mathematics, students have enjoyed exploring measurement 
through learning about mass, length and capacity. They have compared their 
own height and weight to see who was the shortest and tallest, lightest and 
heaviest. Students also explored the different types of positional language we 
use whilst putting this knowledge  into practice through treasure hunts, 
obstacle courses and dances.  
 

During Religion lessons, students have listened to different stories from the 
Bible to allow them to understand Jesus and his life. They have particularly 
focused on the different ways Jesus prayed and how he taught others to 
pray.  
 

Although we are approaching the end of term, we still have so many exciting 
things to do before enjoying a very well earnt holiday.  
 

Lara Burns 
PREP TEACHER 



 
 
 

Name:  Stacey Kirkwood 
 

Occupation/Position in the Community: Grazier “Kirkland Downs” a beef cattle property north of 
Charters Towers 
 

Connection with the College:  My three children attend Columba as boarders in grades 8, 10 & 12 this 
year 
 

What is your motivation to be a Board Member?  Columba has provided my children with a smooth 
transition from studying via Distance Education for their primary schooling to boarding school life for 
their secondary education.  I am passionate about children having access to a sound education in a safe 
and caring environment, whilst being given opportunities in sporting, cultural and leadership areas to 
enhance their development into independent young adults -  I look forward to working with my fellow 
board members to achieve this. 

 

 

As part of the Vinnies’ Winter Appeal, we ask that you 

give what you can by donating the following items: 

 New blankets, pillows and towels  (from Khub); 

 New socks for men, women and children (Khub, 
 Woollies etc); 

 Cans of soup with meat in; 

 Packet chicken soup 

Please bring them into the MC Campus Office and hand 

them to Ms O’Sullivan. 

Thursday 17th 1.00pm – 3.00pm 

Friday 18th 8.00am – 3.00pm 

ALL students will be required to be in FULL Sports Uniform, including a 
school hat (bucket hats are acceptable), on BOTH days.  Students are to 
wear their house colour shirt on Friday.  Students who are not in full 
sports uniform (including a hat) and who do not have a note will be 
removed from the carnival to complete community service. 

  

Female athletes wishing to compete in skins or bike pants are reminded 
they must be plain navy or black in colour.  Otherwise, the CCC PE shorts 
may be worn.  Boys must wear CCC PE shorts or skins.  You may NOT 
wear CCC football shorts. 

  

On Thursday, events will commence at 1:00pm.  The Thursday schedule 
will include hurdles, one round of field events, and the 1500m. 

  

On Friday morning any 400m competitors may make their way to the 
ovals at 8:00am (no earlier) to commence a warm-up.  All other students 
are required to assemble in the Iona Centre for a roll call and uniform 
check at 8:10am sharp.  Please note:  This is a slightly early start to the 
school day.  Presentations should be finished by 3:00pm.    

  

Lunch will be provided for boarders, and for those day students who 
purchase a lunch.  All other students will need to provide their own 
lunches as normal. 

  

Please note that due to COVID-19 spectators must sign in on arrival and 
maintain social distancing requirements. Additional hygiene measures 
have been put in place for all students on the day.  

 

The SRC will be selling tea and coffee for staff and parents as well as soft 

drinks, sausage rolls, pizzas, pies and chocolates. 

Shine at Columba 


